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Preserve Team Morale During Disruptive Changes
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When a company undergoes a consolidation, workers can panic. People who resist mild change may find massively disruptive change too much to handle.

In managing a reorganization or merger, harness the power of empathy. By stepping into your employees' shoes, you can appreciate the anxiety borne by a new regime that imposes different processes and realigns job duties.

"Lack of communication poses a problem during times of major change," said Lori Dernavich, who runs an employee performance advisory firm in New York City. "It's important for managers to put themselves in the position of their employees and level with them."

Managers may figure if they have no new news, it's best to keep quiet. But Dernavich urges them to let employees vent and ask questions. A leader's willingness to listen can bring worried workers together and help them cope.

Unclog Communication

In uncertain times, employees cling to familiar routines. If those routines are suddenly threatened amid talk of sweeping changes, fear can run rampant.

"When employees get fearful, they'll make up their own assumptions of what's going on," Dernavich said. "Unless you step in and keep them informed, they may shut down."

Make it easy for staffers to open up to you. Hold informal meetings where attendees can pose questions and check the accuracy of rumors. Drop by employees' offices and initiate friendly conversations.

Get in the habit of asking employees, "What can I do to help?" and "Tell me what's on your plate this week." That's better than making vague inquiries such as, "How are you doing?" or "Is everything OK?"

Don't Lecture

When meeting with employees, leave lots of time for give-and-take. Don't hog the proceedings by lecturing.

Dernavich advised a chief executive who initially managed a consolidation by droning on...
about financial minutiae. His employees were more concerned about job security, so they grew restless as he regaled them with numbers.

"He didn't appreciate what they were going through," Dernavich recalled. "Finally, he let them ask questions. That's when he became nervous and fidgety."

Afterward, the CEO asked Dernavich, "Why are these people whining?" She explained that he needed to let them gripe because "they aren't at the same place that you are in handling all the changes."

He took her advice and began holding more free-flowing discussions where employees could raise whatever issues they wanted. Whether they complained or grieved about the loss of a pleasing status quo, he listened and showed support and caring.

"Allow your employees time to digest changes," Demnacih said. "Don't expect instant buy-in. No matter how well you explain it at first, don't assume they'll say, 'Amen! We're ready for it!'"